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Abstract. In this paper we present the results of two pie of work which, when combined, allow 
us to take a program text in a functional language and uce a parallel impglementation of that 
program. We present techniques for discovering sourc parallelism in a program at compile 
time, and then show how this parallelism is naturaily d into a parallel combinator set that 
we will define. 
To discover sources of parallelism in a program, use abstract interpretation. Abstract 
irrwgretation is a compile-time technique which is used ain information about a program that 
may then be used to optimise the execution of the pro particular use of abstract interpreta- 
tion is in strictness analysis of functional programs. nguage that has laxy semantics, the 
main potential for parallelism arises in the evaluatio rznds of strict operators. A function 
is strict in an argument if its value is undefined whenever the argument is undefined. If we can 
use strictness analysis to detect which arguments a function is strict in, we then know that these 
arguments can be safely evaluated in parallel because this will not affect the lazy FeDantics. 
Habing identified the sources of parallelism at compile-time it is necessary to communicate 
these to the run-time system. In the second part of the paper we use an extended set of combinators, 
including some parallel combinators that achieve this purpose. 
1. Introduction 
There are a growing number of research projects that aim to provide hardware 
for the parallel execution of functional anguages. owever, empirical studies have 
shown that the potenti for parallel evaluation in lazy functional languages is 
disappointingly small, for example, [S]. On the other hand, recent simulation results 
on parallel combinator reduction using call-by-value parameter passing have shown 
much more promising results [20]; in certain cases the experimenters have achieved 
speed-ups of several orders of magnitude. Our approach in this paper is to develop 
a method for statically determining when an implementation can use call-by-value 
parameter passing without compromising the lazy semantics of the language. 
* These authors were partially funded by ESPRIT Project 41%Parallel architectures and languages 
for AIP: a VLSI directed apprc+xh. 
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Our method is based on the use of abstract interpretation [6,14,16]. Abstract 
interpretation is a generic term that is used to refer to a collection of semantic-based 
compiler techniques that may be used to statically determine run-time properties 
of programs. The traditional example is the “rule-of-signs”’ interpretation for arith- 
metic expressions. If we want to know the sign of the result of the expression 
32 X 16/(-14x 5), 
we would not normally compute the result but instead use our knowledge about 
how multiplication and division act on signs 
+op+=+, +op-=-, -op+=-, --up--+ 
to determine that the sign of the result is -. So in abstract interpretation we determine 
some property of a program at compile-time using simple domains of values that 
abstract he required property. The particular abstract interpretation we will use in 
this paper is strictness analysis [141 which can be used to detect he arguments that 
a function is strict in. (In fact, because of computability considerations, we can 
only detect a subset of the arguments that a function is strict in.) These arguments 
can be passed by value and, in a parallel system, evaluated in parallel with the 
function application. Mycroft [14] developed the technique for the analysis of 
first-order languages without structured ata; in a series of recent developments [3, 
22,2] this approach has been extended to higher-order languages that compute with 
structured ata and we base our analysis on this work. We summarise the main 
features of our approach below. A more detailed exposition may be found in [2]. 
As our language we will use the typed h-calculus with a set of base types and a 
set of typed constants. Given a set of base types {A, B, . . .}, we define type expressions 
o, 7,. . . by 
v::= T(a+ a(‘) 
where T is any base type. 
The language has a set of typed constants, denoted by {c,}, and we will choose 
for our typed constants the following: 
- integers, e.g., 0, 5; 
- booleans, i.e., true, false; 
- Alist-lists of elements of type A, i.e., elements of the recursive type As 
1 + A x Alist; 
- arithmetic functions, e.g., +, -, X; 
- boolean functions, e.g., an 
- a conditional for each type u noted by ifboo,____, (or just if); 
- list processing functions, i.e., tI, cona and case. 
r ea type a, we will ass n infinite supply of typed variables Var, = 
( x 1 ,... . e terms in the lang xp then consist of typed terms e : o- formed 
’ Note that we have no type variabies in the syntax of our type expressions, and so we are using a 
mono-typed A-calculus and not a polymorphically-typed A-calculus. 
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according to the following rules: 
X=:0- variables, 










fi:c( e) : CT 
fixed points. 
We need to give interpretations for our language. An interpretation I is given by 
I= (@:L {c3, 
that is, interpretations for the base types and interpretations for each of the constants. 
For each base type A, we require that 0: must be a bounded-complete, o-algebraic 
cpo [18]. 
This is extended to the interpretation of the type u + r by defining Di+, to be 
the domain of continuous maps 0: + 0: [ 181. Each ci is given an interpretation 
in PL. 
The interpretation of base types and constants induces a semantic function 
E’:Exp+Env’+UD~ 
where Env’ = {Envi} and p: E Env: = Var, + 0:. We let p’ = { p:} and assume that 
in the following equations the appropriately typed component of p’ is used. 
E’[[x”llP’ = P’W), E’[[c,llP’ = CL, 
E’[[hx”.e]]p* = Ay”kE’[[e]]p’[y/x”], 
mw211P1 = ~~‘r~~*llP’~~~‘~~~2llP~~~ 
E ‘[[fix e]]p’ = fix( E ‘[[e]]p’). 
For the rest of this paper we will have a standard interpretation (@“A), {cs,f)) 
where we have the usual flat domains like integers and booleans and other atomic 
types. The standard interpretation for list is obtained by solving the isomorphism 
over the ory of domains [ 191 to obtain 
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Here 3~ isthe Kleene star, denoting a finite sequence (possibly empty) of elements 
which is starred, and so Dz’.nil are finite lists of elements of 0: (i.e., 
integers or booleans etc.), and D~*-L~A;;S, are lists which have a finite number of 
elements from 0: and then have an undefined tail. The set of infinite lists is denoted 
by 0%“‘. 
We will call the induced semantic function ESt, and we will always use the 
environment pst for the standard interpretation. 
For the standard interpretation f constants, we will have the strict versions of 
all of the arithmetic and boolean functions. The conditional has the following 
interpretation: 
(Es’[[if~~~~,,,,,,llpst~ false xy = y. 
The standard semantics of the case function is: 
E”‘[[case sf L]]p”’ = E”‘[[if null L then s elsef(bd L)(tl L)]]p? 
It is meant o be a translation of the more user-friendly pattern-matching style of 
writing programs, being a case on the structure of the list. Thus 
sumlist [] = 0, sumlist X:SX = x + sumlist xs 
is translated into our language as 
sumlist = fix( Af A’ist+int.h L~%ase 0 ( Ax*.A~*~~~~x + (f L2)) L,). 
We will use two different domains for the abstract interpretation f base types. 
The first is the domain 2 = (0, l}, with 0 s 1, which is used for types having flat 
domains as their standard interpretation, while the second is 4 = (0, 1,2,3}, with 
OS 1 s 2~ 3, used for lists. Mycroft [14] was the first person to use the domain 2
for the abstract interpretation f base types, and the 4 domain was first used by 
Wadler [22], where he called the points in the abstract domain BOT, INF, BOT-MEM 
and TOP- respectively. These domains are chosen because they are well-suited 
for finding out when we can change the evaluation strategy of functional programs 
to allow parallelism. Justification of their choice is beyond the scope or this paper, 
but can be found in [22,2]. 
The induced semantic function will be called Eab and we will use pabe for the 
environment in the abstract interpretation. 
Note that in our abstract interpretation we have only parameterised out the 
interpretation f the base types and the constants. This is because we only need to 
e things to answer the questions about evaluation 
at we wish to as framework for the abstract interpretation f the 
[lS], where the eaning of h-abstraction an 
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We relate the standard and abstract interpretations, by defining an abstraction 
map so that we can show that calculations in the abstract domain correctly model 










For a base type A with a flat domain as its standard 
following definition. 
Definition 1.1 
interpretation we have the 
absA :Dz-, 02; absA( a) = 
0 if a=+, 
1 otherwise. 
Thus 0 is used to represent he run-time property of undefinedness for atomic 
base types. 
For lists we define “abs” as follows. 
Definition 1.2 
ab%wst : D&t + D%st; 
abs Alist = w 
if L = &x,~~,, 
1 if LE 02. D~*.l.D~,i,,u 02” 
2 if L E D2.L Dia.Di*.nil 
3 if LE (Dz-{_@})*.nil 
partial(*) or infinite lists, 
finite lists with at least 
one I element, 
finite lists with no 1 elements. 
We can then define abstraction maps for each of the finite higher types in a natural 
way. Details can be found in [3,2]. 
* A partial list is a list that is terminated by 1. In the solution of the recursive type equation for lists 
they are the approximations for infinite lists. 
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For the correctness of the abstract interpretation, we have to define abstract 
interpretations of the constants atisfying the condition: 
Eab[[cJ]pab 3 abs,( ES’[[c,]]pst). 
For strictness analysis, the correctness criterion is that we never infer that a function 
is strict in an argument unless it actually is strict in that argument. This means that 
we will only detect a subset of the strict arguments as alluded to earlier. By choosing 
abstract interpretations for the constants as above, the correctness criterion is 
guaranteed. Having defined the abstraction maps for each finite type, we are able 
to derive abstract interpretations of the constants by taking the abstraction of their 
standard interpretation. To define the abstract interpretation of the conditional we 
have to first dsf;ne an auxiliary function. 
efinition 1.3 
test,:2+ D”,“-* D”,“; 
test,(O, s)= I D$J, tesl,(l, s) = s. 
It is clear that test, is continuous. We now give the abstract intcri>zetaiions of
the constants that we will use. 
efinitioa 1.4 
(0 Eab[[j'j]pab = Ax:.Ax$.x~ and x2. 
if f is a strict, binary arithmetic or logical operator. 
(2) Eab[[ifb,,,,,,,,,]]pab= k2.AyD’b.AzD’b.test,(X, u{y, z}) 





]]pab)C- I; ft;e;;se 
. 
3 otherwise. 
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(6) ( Eab[[case]]pab) SfE= 
if E=3. 
Proofs of their correctness can be found in [3,2]. 
The main result of [3] can be generalised to the following theorem. (A more 
general theorem is proved in [2].) 
Theorem 1.5. Given f : u + T, interpretations of constants such that 
abs,(E”‘[[c,]]p”) s E”“[[cJ]p” for all constants c,, and environments ps’ and pab 
satisfying abs,( p”‘(x’)) s pab(x’) for all xT, we have that if SE Dib, then 
(Eab[[fJ]pab)S-= ~~~~~(Es’[[fJ]pS’) s = ID:‘. 
for all s E 0: such that abs,(s) s d 
Thus, for suitable choice of abstract interpretations of constants and appropriate 
environments, we are guaranteed that if a function application is undefined in the 
abstract interpretation whenever the argument akes a particular value, then it will 
be undefined at run-time if we F apply any argument which abstracts to that value 
or something less. For example, if f: A + S, where the base types -4 and B both 
have the domain 2 as their abstract interpretation, then the result 
( Eab[[fl]pab)O = 0 
allows us to infer that 
( ES’[[fJ]pS’)I oi’ = 1 g;; 
that is, strictness in the abstract interpretation implies strictness in the standard 
interpretation. 
In the remainder of this paper we will discuss the pragmatics of using this approach 
to infer strictness information for functional programs. In the next section we will 
introduce some definitions and general results and in the following section show 
how to use the method to ;_*oduce parallel combinator code. The last section of the 
paper will discuss related work. 
ragmatics of strictness analysis 
The following definition is standard. 
nitio .l. A function f: n + T is strict in the standard semantics if
( Est[[f3]pst)~ oit = I D;l. 
For the purposes of this paper we will call t 
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Functions which have liste as arguments may also give 
when the arguments are more defined than 1 Dz,liSt, that is, 
example, the function 
length [] = 0, length X:XS = 1 + length xs 
is only defined if it is applied to a finite list, while 
sumlist [] = 0 
sumiist x:xs = x + sumlist xs 
undefined results even 
the undefined hst. For 
is only defined if applied to a finite list of elements, all of which are defined. We 
thus make two further definitions of types of strictness. 
Definition 2.2. A function f: Alist + T is l-strict if, for all L such that absAli,,( L) s 1, 
A function f: Alist + T is 2-strict if, for al? L such that abs,& L) s 2, 
(ES’[[fl]pS’)L= l.Df. 
Thus a function is l-strict if it produces an undefined result whenever its argument 
is not finite and it is 2-strict if it produces an undefined result whenever its argument 
is not a finite list with no bottom elements in it. 
The original work on abstract interpretation of applicative programs [141 treated 
first-order ecursion equations over flat domains. In this situation it was sufficient 
to find out the strictness of a function in each of its arguments, for this strictness 
information was constant in all contexts in which the function was used. This 
strictness information is referred to as context-free strictness in this paper. 
efinition 2.3. A function f: a, + l l 9 + a, + 7 is context-freely O-strict in 
parameter if, for all ej : Uj, j # i, we have that 
its ith 
mrf31P” JmMIPs’ . . . Es’[[e~_~]]~st~~~,ES’[[e~+~]]~s’. . . Esf[[e,J$’ = ID:. . 
Furthermore, if ui is Alist, then we say that f is context-freely k-strict in its ith 
parameter if, for all t)i : Oj, j # i, we have that 
E”‘[ jj”j]p” ES’[ e,]]p”’ . . . E”‘[[ei_,]]p”’ L Es’[[ei+,]]ps’. . l Es’[[eJ]psf = =LD;~ 
for all L such that abs,( L) s k 
f the function hx*.e is k-strict in its argument, hen we will denote this by h&e, 
replacing the A by hk* 
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For first-order functions over flat domains, the strictness information is constant 
in all applications. However, when we introduce higher-order functions, or use 
a&tract domains more complex than the two-point domain, the strictness informa- 
tion for particular arguments to a function may change according to the context in 
v$hich the function appears. For instance, taking the “apply” function: 
g = AJint+int_AXint_f(X) 
we can see that if g is used in the context gfe and f is a strict function, then the 
applicatin of gf to e could e changed to a strict application because gf needs the 
value of e, whereas g is not context-freely O-strict in its second argument. 
This issue was addressed informally in [3]. In the current paper we refer to this 
strictness information as context-sensitive strictness. 
Definition 2.4. A function f : al + l l 9 + a,, + T is context-sensitively O-strict in its ith 
parameter in an application f e,. . . e, if 
mU.l1P”’ mMIPst . . . ESt[[ei_,]]pS’I,~i Es’[[ei+J]ps’ . . . E”‘[[eJ]p”‘= ID:. 
Furthermore, if ai is Alist, then we say that f is context-sensitively k-strict in its ith 
parameter in an application f e1 . . . e, if 
mrfJIPS’ mCeJP”’ . . . Es’[[ei_l]]ps’ L Es’[[ei+,]]psf l l . E”‘[[e,]]p”‘= J-D: 
for all L such that abs,( L) s k 
If, in the context of an application, f is k-slritt in its ith parameter, we will 
annotate the appropriate application with # k. For example, g #0 f #,, e when f is 
O-strict. 
The pragmatics presented in [3] have two shortcomings which are remedied below. 
2.1. Con text-free strictness inforrna tion 
The first shortcoming of the above-mentioned paper [3] is the lack of consideration 
of context-free strictness, with the resultant loss of information, which can be seen 
by looking at an example involving a higher-order conditional: 
(if condition then fi else fi) expensive 
where fi is l-strict and f2 is nonstrict. If “condition” is true, then we would like to 
be able to reduce the above expression to f, #1 expensive, which would allow the 
opportunity for parallel evaluation, while if it is false, we have to reduce the 
application to f2 expensive. 
This problem can be solved if we associate the context-free strictness information 
with a function so that it is available in any application. For functions involving 
functional arguments, this context-free strictness information may be weaker than 
the strictness information available in some particular contexts. is is true of the 
“apply” function g defined earlier which was not context-freely strict in its second 
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parameter, but in the context of an application to a O-strict function it was Q-strict 
in its second parameter. 
Theorem 2.5 introduces a test for context-free strictness. In the statement of the 
theorem, TE is the top element of the dom in E. Sine: the proof of the theorem 
does not add to the perspicuity of the pape we have placed it 
eorem 2.5. Isf: q + 9 l -a, + ‘P and 
(Eab[[fj]pab)~Dt;. . . TV:;_, ID:; TV:;+, .aa ~~2, = LDp, 
then f is context-freely O-strict in its i-th parameter. Furthermore, 
(Eab[[fJJpab)~Dt; . . . TV:;_, k TV:+, l l . TV% = ID:b, 
then f is context-freely k-strict in its i-th parameter. 
in the Appendix. 
if ai is Alist and 
For example, the function g = Af int+int .Axinf.f (x) is context-freely strict in its first 
parameter because 
( Af2’2.hff2.f (x)) hY2.0 1= (AjJ2.0)l = 0. 
while it is not context-freely strict in its second parameter because 
(A~‘“.AZ’.f( x)) AJ2.1 0 = ( Ajj2.1)0 = 1. 
2.2. Con text-sensitive strictness information 
In 133 only information from the first i - 1 arguments in an application was used 
when determining the context-sensitive strictness of a function in its ith argument. 
This method has its limitations which can be illustrated by considering the “apply” 
function g defined earlier. If we apply g to Ax’“‘.x, which is O-strict, then we are 
able to label the apply nodes in the application g #o(Axint.x)#O expensive as before. 
However, if we were to reorder the parameters to g, defining g’: 
gt = Axinf_hfint*inff (x), 
then we could no longer label the apply node involving the expensive computation 
in the call g’ expensive #,-,(Axint.x). Thus the labelling of the apply nodes is different 
because of the different ordering of the parameters, which is clearly unsatisfactory. 
It would be much better if we could label apply nodes in an application using the 
information about all of the other arguments in the application; this is formalised 
in Theorem 2.6 which is also proved in the Appendix. 
. Given f: q + . 9 a + er, + r and an application f e, . . . e,,, if 
Eab[[fl]p”b Eab[[e,3]pab . . . Eab[[ei_,l]pab 1.D;: 
ab[[ei+~]]p”b.. . 
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then f is con text-sensitively -strict :n its i-th argument in the application f e, . . . e,,. 
Furthermore, ifci is Alist and 
Eab[[fl]pab Eab[[el]]pab . . . Eab[[ei-l]]pab k tiab[[ei+l]]pab . . . Eab[[e,3]pab = IDab, T 
then f is context-sensitively k-strict in its i-th argument in the application f e, . . . e,. 
Using this theorem we are able to label the above expression as 
g’ .& expensive #(J AxYx). 
2.3. Lambda-lifting and the conditional 
A third way in which we can improve the amount of strictness information is 
with the conditional. Consider a conditional Ay’?if condition tke 
neither “condition” nor e2 need the value y, but e, does. Then if the value of 
“condition” is true, we can trigger the evaluation of y. This effect can be obtained 
by h-abstracting the variable y from the expression e, to obtain (Ay’“‘.e,)y for the 
expression e, . This enables us to label the applications as follows: 
Ay’“‘.if #O condition (( Ayi”‘.el)#O y) e2 .
More generally, if {x, , . . . , xn} are the free variables of a branch of the conditional 
ei, then we can convert it to f x1 . . . ;w, where f = Ax, . . . Ax,.ei. 
In a similar manner, if we are given an n-ary constant function which is not strict 
in certain arguments, a parallel or for example, then we can apply the above 
transformation to get maximal information. 
2.4. Using strictness information for initiating parallel evaluation 
The output of the strictness analysis phase of a compiler will be a list of annotated 
function definitions, indicating their context-free and context-sensitive strictness 
information. We will call this annotated language AExp. 
For the purposes of this paper we will say that an evaluator determines the 
structure of an expression of type Alist if it evaluates the expression to head normal 
form and if the result is an application of cons, then it recursively evaluates the 
second argument. This is continued until the end of the list is reached, that is, the 
n reduces to “nil.” If the process terminates, the resulting expression will 
be of the form 
cons( el , cons( e2 ‘t cons(. . . , cons( e, ,nil). . .) 
where no evaluation has been done on any of the ei’s. Determining the structure of 
a !ist can be seen as recursively unfolding the recursive domain equation until the 
resultant list comes from the first part of the sum. 
Annotating function definitions with strictness information is useful because of 
the following fact [2]. 
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Fact 2.7. Suppose that we have an annotated application 
f e, . . . #kei...e,, 
then it is safe to evaluate ei either before the function application in a sequential system 
or concurrently with the function application in a parallel system. If k = 0, then we may 
evaluate ei to head normal form; if k = 1, then the expression ei denotes a list and we 
may evaluate the structure of the list; if k = 2, then ei denotes a list and we may 
evaluate the structure of the list and each element of the list to head normal form (i.e., 
using a b&strict cons). 
3. Parallel combinatm 
In this section we define a set of “parallel” combinators. It is intended that these 
should be used as the basis for the machine code of a parallel combinator eduction 
machine. An essential requirement is that the combinator code should be capable 
of encoding the two types of strictness information described in the last section. 
Our treatment is based on the director string approach-there is a good match 
between the director philosophy of viewing combiaators as annotations on applica- 
tions and our requirement o encode strictness annotations on applications. By 
viewing the combinators as annotations on apply nodes, we are able to have a 
uniform treatment of combinators and the strictness annotations in the abstraction 
algorithm. This would not be possible if we were to use the classical abstraction 
algorithm [2l] which treats combinators as functions. 
Another intuition given by director strings is that a string of combinators in front 
of an application arises because the two expressions of the application have “holes” 
in them which are waiting for values before any reduction can take place, Thus, we 
must ensure that if it is possible for the evaluation of an argument o be spawned 
as a parallel process, then we do not do this until all of the holes in the argument 
expression have seen filled. 




four directors are introduced: 
send the argument o both operator and operand, 
send the argument o the operator, 
send the argument o the operand, 
destroy the argument. 
We will not present he director abstraction algorithm here in detail; the parallel 
combinator abstraction algorithm is closely based on it. However, to give a flaveur 
of the process, we present a small example. As with the standard abstraction 
algorithm, inner bound variables are abstracted first. ccurrences of the bound 
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variable currently being abstracted are replaced by ; if the v;aeable & not used in 
a subexpression E, then E is unaffected by the abstraction algorithm, For example, 
hxAy.+x(x2y) =3 Ax.[y]+x(x2y) ‘3) 
* Ax(+ x) (\) ([Yl(X 2 Y 1) 
* ww (\) ((x2) (\) 1) 
* [x3(+ 4 (\) ((x 2) (\) u 
* (Exl(+ 41 w ((x 2) (\)O 
* (+W I? !I’;> Ux2) (\) 0, 
which can be written in more conventional style: 
/\(\ * J)(?(x 2) I). 
Kennaway and Sieep [ll] go some way towards pointing out the correspondence 
‘ktween the director strings and Turner’s long reach combinators [21]. A complete 
combinator definition of directors can only be given after the introduction of two 
new combinators [IQ]. The first is a long-reach K which we call J and which has 
the following reduction rule: 
We will also require 9 long-reach version of this which is denoted J’ in the standard 
way and which has the following reduction rule: 
J’izxyz * axy. 
The correspondence between directc _s and combinators is then given by the fol- 
lowing: 
. 
A S or S’ 
/ C or C’ 
The standard combinators are used to encode the rightmost director on each 
application and all other directors are represented by long-reach combinators. 
Returning to our example, the combinator equivalent is then 
3 [y]E may be read ‘“abstract y from E”. 
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me abstraction process to produce parallel code using this approach can be 
forma&d in the following way. We start by introducing six new combinators 
(OS iS2): , 
Lfx=fx, P;kfx= kfx. 
i and i are semantically like I, but each launches a parallel process to evaluate 
the expression x. If the combinator is PO, then the expression can be evaluated to 
head normal form; if it is P, , then the structure of the list can be evaluated; if it is 
Pz, then the structure of the list can be constructed and all of the elements of the 
list are to be evaluated to head normal form. 
Our strategy is to compile h-expressions antotated by the strictness analyser into 
the extended combinator set. We find it convenient o break the compiler into two 
passes. The first pass, C, compiles the annotated A-expressions in AExp into an 
intermediate form DExp, and the second pass, G, compiles DExps into combinator 
code. 
DExp is a convenient notation which makes explicit the fact that combinators 
are just annotations on apply nodes. The abstract syntax of DExp is given below, 
where, from now on, we will ignore types in order to simplify the presentation. 
The set Const, for example, includes Y, K, I and +. 
DExp::= Const 
Iv 




The idea we have in mind is that the DExp El(d, . . . d,)J&, where each of the di 
are from the set Director, should represent the combinator expression 
d;(d$(. . .(d;_,d,). . .)E, E2. 
The code generation functioir G just converts DExps to the standard combinator 
Exps are easier to work with for the first pass of the compiler. 





) -%+ Combinators 
Now we define C: hich compiles AEx 
auxiliary function A : Exp, which abstracts 
. 
let E, E 1, E 2 denote arbitrary expressions and D denote a possibly empty 
director string. 
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C[w-El1 =A x ww1143, 
C[[~kx.Ell k ( > (A~[[c[[~l~ll), 
CKo 1 WI = C[[E~ll ( ) C[IE211, 
c[[El #k E211= C[[Elll( 
arx11 = 4 
CKCII =c 9 
afix 41 = y ( ) mal; 
A x nJ41= I, 
= (Ax [[El]]) (SD) (Ax [[E2]]) XE El &xe E2, 
=(Ax [[El]]) (CD) E2 xEEldh!!E2&D#PkD’, 
=(Ax [[El]]) (P&D’) E2 x~El&xeE2&D= 
= El (BD) (Ax [[E2]]) xrii El d&-xc E2, 
= El (JD) E2 xfzEl&xeE2&D# 
= El (PkJD’) E2 xeEl&&E2&D~= 
The two rules (*) transform 
(and the 
E 1 (cP,D) E2 to E 1 (P&D) E2 
same for J) which is correct since: 
CWD) fg x = PLDW) g = D(f x) g, 
P;(C’D)fgx=C’Dfgx=D(fx)g, 
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but the second allows us to initiate the parallel process to evaluate g z! 2.4 earlier 
stage. The intuition behind these rules is that we can be pessimistlz a
evaluation of the argument in a strict applic 
of the arguments have been sent to both subexpressions. 
arguments i not needed by the right-hand expression (indicate 
and if it is next to the director (which 
our next action hen we can swap the 
process earlier. is is captured by the optimised rules. 
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We now present a code generation scheme G, which translat 
hinator expressions. It formalises the correspondence between 
binator expressions which we gave informally after presenting the syntax of the 
Exp. H is an auxiliary function which compiles the director strings. 
GW l( ) E211= GW lllGW211, 
GW 1 W) WI = W.DlIGW llWW211, 
GCC~II = x, 
Hwll= 4 HWDII = d’(H[[D11)- 
Returning to our earlier example, namely the function 
Ax.Ay.+x(x 2 y), 
we find that the function is context-freely O-strict in both arguments, and all 
applications are O-strict and thus we generate the following code: 
Po(13P0(C’(B’P,))(B’P,+ I)((B’P,)(P, x 2)I))). 
It is possible to optimise this code, reducing its size and the number of reductions 
necessary to evaluate it, by combining the P combinator with the adjacent director: 
SPk = S’PR, SPLD =S’(PiD), 
Pk = B’Pk, BP;D = B’(PkD), 
CPk = C’Pk, CPLD = C’(PhD), 
thus introducing twenty-four new combinators (those appearing on the left-hand 
side of the equal signs), where an example of a reduction rule is 
kf8 x =f(s x) = B’P& x. 
The code generated for the example then becomes 
hv% x 2))I))). 
Clearly there is a trade-off between the number of new combinators that must be 
introduced and the gain in efficiency in execution. 
and conclusions 
There are two projects that are closely related to the work reported in this paper. 
The more interesting is the work of 
eira at the University o t [13]. 
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Oberhauser and Wilhelm present a combinator abstraction algorithm that pro- 
duces code that closely resembles the director-based combinator code. However, 
an important difference is that they perform flow analysis on the combinator graph 
to determine strictness rather than on the source program. Since combinators appear 
as leaves in their approach, rather than as annotations on apply nodes, they produce 
extra annotations which we claim are redundant. Oberhauser and Wilhelm do have 
two different ypes of strictness annotation but these are not exactly the context-free 
and context-sensitive annotation presented here and it is not clear that their approach 
is fully higher-order. Finally, their work is based on different semantic foundations 
from that described in this paper [12]. 
Meira also directly analyses the combinator code. However he uses a more 
traditional abstraction algorithm and this means that there is less similarity between 
his code and the director-based code. He also fails to make the distinction between 
context-free and context-sensitive strictness, o again it seems unlikely that he would 
identify as much potential for parallelism as we do. 
As an alternative to the abstract interpretation-based approach, Barendregt et al. 
[ 1] have presented an approach based on a syntactic analysis of the pure A-calculus. 
They introduce the notion of needed computation, where a subterm is needed if it 
(or one of its residuals) is reduced during a standard reduction to normal form. A 
slightly weakc qotion is head-needed where they only consider reduction as far as 
head normal form and they show that a function is strict in just those arguments 
that are head-needed in a reduction sequence. The head-needed subterms are the 
terms that we identify in our context-sensitive analysis. At present our analysis is 
more powerful because we can handle constants and structured ata. However, one 
might expect some interesting developments on this front. 
Finally, there are two shortcomings of the work that has been presented in this 
paper. Firstly, there is always a cost associated with the communication of tasks 
and data to be evaluated in parallel. Our abstract inte retation should take 
of this. For example, in + 2(hd L), which would be TI Dtated as + % 2 # 
the cost of communicating the list L to a neighbouring processor may far outweigh 
the cost of local call-by-value evaluation. Burton [4] addresses this issue and 
proposes two types of annotation: 
@E -local call-by-value evaluation, 
@P -parallel call-by-value. 
We could use this scheme by having six possible annotations on applications (#i 
and # ip, 0 s i G 2, for example), but in order to generate the annotations automati- 
cally we also would need a “cr,st analysis” abstract interpretation. This remains a 
matter for further investigation. 
The second shortcoming is that our techniques till do not capture all of the 
perform a “forwards flow analysis” [6] to dete l strictness information. 
ctness, at is, we use information 
result. 
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is, we use the constraints on the result to determine constraints on the parameters. 
For example, a forwards analysis of sumlist(append e, ez) determines that “sumlist” 
is Z-strict and that “‘append” is O-strict in its first argument allowing us to annotate 
the application as 
sumlist #2(append #* e, e2). 
Backwards analysis forces us to consider the context of an application; if the example 
is a top-level expression, then the application of “sumlist” must evaluate to an atom 
and we find that #, is a safe annotation of the application of “sumlist.“’ The contrast 
on the output of “append” is that it should be defined under #* application. that 
is, it must be a finite list with no bottom elements in it. The output from “append” 
only satisfies this condition if both of its arguments do as well, giving that both 
applications can be safely annotated with &: 
sumlist #*(append & q ~9~ eJ. 
These notions are formalised in [2]. 
Appendix 
Here we prove Theorems 2.5 and 2.6. We restate the theorems before proving them. 
Theorem 2.5. If f: q + l . *a,, + r and 
(Eab[[fJ]pab)TDab . . . Tqbl&b T,ab 
01 ml mltl 
. . . TDab = ,L&‘, 
m1 
then f is context-freely O-strict in its i-th parameter. Furthermore, if q is Alist and 
( Eab[[fl]p”b)Toab . . . T pa 01 ui-l k T gab Oi+I . . . T gab = 1 Dab, Ol1 7 
then f is context-freely k-strict in its i-th parameter. 
Proof. We will prove this theorem by firstly proving a slightly more general result, 
namely allowing any value K E D:! to be used for the ith argument. Our theorem 
will then simply follow. 
&,“P= (Eab[[fl]pab)TDq.. . TDg 1-I ; To:;+, . . . TDi; 
2 Eab[[fj]pab Eab[[e,]]pab . . . Eab[[ei_*]]pab $ Eab[[ei+,]]pab. . . 
~ab[knllPab 
since T DE; 2 Eab[[ eJp”” for all j # i; 
= (AP%!Zab[[fl]pab Eab[[e,l]pab . . . 
““[[ei+Jpab.. . 
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where x -Qg is a new variable 
= 0 ~D”.Eab[[fl]pab[Z/Xui]Eab[[elllpab[R/Xui] . . . Eab[[ei-Jpab[W/Xui] 
Eab[[x”]]pab[W/xw~]Eab[[e~+~]]~ab[~/x”i]. . . Eab[[e,,]]pab[S/x~])& 
= (A ZD%Eab[[ fe 1 . . . &-1X =i ei+l . . . en]]pab[W/xu~])~ 
= (E”[Ax”~.f& . . . ei_lxa’ei+l. . . en&““) Si 
and this implies 
(Es’[[hxYfel . . . ei-1 x0’ ei+l . . . en]]ps’)(Si) = .LD;~ 
for all si E Dgi such that abs,( s) s $ by Theorem 1.5. That is, 
ID;~= (AxDzd.Es’[[fel . m . ei-1 x0’ ei+l . . . e,33P”‘)(Si) 
= (A x% E St[ [fl]p”’ E “‘I[ e,]]p”’ . . . E”“[[ei-l]]p”‘x”iE”‘[[ei+133p”’ 
. . . ES’[[en]]d’)(si) 
= E”‘[[fl]p” Esf[[el]]ps’. . . Es’[[ei_l]]psf Si E”[[ei+l]]tP. . . E”‘[[e,J& 
If we now set < to be i ,,st, then we have the proof of the first part of the theorem 
about context-free O-strictness. When ai is Alist, then setting i to be S 0 G k s 2, 
gives us the second part of the theorem. Cl 
Theorem 2.6. Given f: q + l 9 9 + q, + T and an application f e, . . . e,,, if 
Eab[[fllPab Eabm~llPab . . . Eab[[ei_,]]pab lo;; Eab[[e~,J]pab . . . Eab[[e,J]pab 
then f is context-sensitively O-strict in its i-th argument in the applications f e, . . . e,,. 
Furthermore, if oi is Alist and 
~a7rniPab ~abrrdi~ab . . . Eab[[ei_l]]pab k Eab[[ei+l]]pab.. . Eab[[e,,]]pab= J-e)$, 
then f is context-sensitively k-strict in its i-th argument in the application f el l l - e,,e 
Proof. The proof of this theorem follows exactly as in the proof of Theorem 2.5, 
except hat we do not need the first equality, and replace the 3 sign in the second 
line by =. Cl 
Some of the work presented in this paper is the result of our continued and 
enjoyable collaboration with Samson ramsky, to who we gratefully extend our 
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